1. Time allowed is 2 (two) hours per paper.

2. Maximum Marks will be 200.

3. Questions will be of Graduate Level and each question will carry 40 marks as per the syllabus provided to you.

4. The examination will be of CONVENTIONAL type consisting of 8(eight) questions of which candidates have to answer only 5(five) questions.

5. The Question paper will have 2(two) sections i.e. Section-A and Section-B.

6. **There will be two questions in Section-A** which will be compulsory. Any three of the remaining questions in **Section-B** have to be selected by the candidate for answer.

7. All questions may contain sub-questions carrying equal marks and total marks of the sub-questions should be 40(forty).

8. There will be two compulsory papers of 100 marks each of General Knowledge and English(Essay and Precis). These will be of 1 hour duration each. The number of question for these papers can be decided by the paper setters.